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FOREWORD

IT'S OFTEN SAID that two things that should not be discussed in polite
company are religion and politics. If that's your view, you probably
shouldn't read further—but that would be your loss. This thoughtful and
lively book sheds light on an area where many scholars fear to tread: the
intersection of faith and public policy.
In fact, it's impossible to make sense of either American history or
contemporary politics without an understanding of the role that religion
plays in public life. And it's impossible to understand religion and public
life without recognizing that people of faith can, in good conscience and
a civil fashion, disagree on vital public questions. In fact, they often disagree, despite sharing many beliefs and values.
Mary Jo Bane and Larry Mead are two of America's finest social scientists. They have been grappling for years with the problems of poverty
and welfare. Many who have read and profited from their work may not
know that Mary Jo and Larry are people of faith. Their views on the questions at hand have been vitally informed by their religious convictions.
This book recreates a searching dialogue between two people who
respect each other and who are clear and honest about what they believe
and why they believe it. They have accepted the late Christopher Lasch's
exacting standard for constructive public debate: "We have to enter imaginatively into our opponents' arguments, if only for the purpose of refuting them, and we may end up being persuaded by those we sought to persuade. Argument is risky and unpredictable, therefore educational."
vii

Foreword

It's with that principle in mind that the Brookings Institution Press is
publishing a new series of dialogues in cooperation with the Pew Forum
on Religion and Public Life. The dialogues will include many participants in the debate: critics, practitioners, policymakers, public intellectuals, and religious leaders. The purpose of the Pew Forum dialogues is not
to impress a particular viewpoint on readers, and it certainly is not to offer
one set of answers to the questions posed—or to suggest that there is only
one answer to any of those questions. Quite the contrary—in an area of
public life where lines are often drawn sharply and harden quickly, the
dialogues take exactly the opposite approach. They are intended to open
the debate, not narrow it.
Two of the series editors, my colleague at Brookings, E. J. Dionne, and
Jean Bethke Elshtain, of the University of Chicago, have embraced that
outlook ever since they helped found and co-chair the Pew Forum in
2000. The third editor, Kayla M. Drogosz, has herself lived by Lasch's
injunction by entering imaginatively into both Mary Jo and Larry's arguments and urging them (although it took very little prodding) to engage
with their toughest critics in the worlds of public policy and theology.
Some might find it unusual for Brookings to be involved in the search
for common ground between social science and religion. Not really. E. J.
and another of our colleagues, John Dilulio, pointed out in their earlier
Brookings volume, What's God Got to Do with the American Experiment,
that there is a long and honorable history of engagement between the
two. It ranges from Max Weber and Emile Durkheim to Will Herberg,
Robert Bellah, and Andrew Greeley—and, one might add, to James
Davison Hunter, Alan Wolfe, and Robert Wuthnow, among many
others. In fact, this volume and the series of which it is a part reflect
Brookings's growing interest in the field of religion and public life—
reflecting, in turn, a quickening of interest throughout our society. Last
year A. James Reichley wrote Faith in Politics, which grew out of his
highly regarded Religion in American Public Life, published by Brookings
in 1985. The Dionne and Dilulio volume was followed by Sacred Places,
Civic Purposes: Should Government Help Faith-Based Charity? edited by
E. J. and Ming Hsu Chen. We are delighted to continue this conversation in the dialogue series.
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Foreword

We are pleased as well that Mary Jo and Larry have, once again,
brought their scholarly work to Brookings. In 1997 Larry edited The New
Paternalism: Supervisory Approaches to Poverty, a study of antipoverty programs that seek to govern behavior. More recently he contributed a chapter in the book The New World of Welfare, edited by Rebecca Blank, dean
of the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan, and Ron Haskins, a senior fellow in our Economic Studies department. Mary Jo has written about inner-city poverty in the Brookings volume The Urban Underclass, edited by Christopher Jencks and Paul
Peterson. Their larger body of research has also been crucial to the Welfare Reform and Beyond project at Brookings.
Finally, as you will already have gathered, we would not have been able
to do much of our work on religion and public life without the support of
the Pew Charitable Trusts, an organization that has generously supported
so many creative projects at our institution. The dialogues are a creation
of the Pew Forum and will be part of its expanded efforts to engage civic
leaders, including elected officials, in serious dialogue about the relationship between faith and public policy. As the editors put it in their introduction, "Our public deliberations are more honest and more enlightening when the participants are open and reflective about the interactions
between their religious convictions and their commitments in the secular
realm."
It is customary to close with a disclaimer: the opinions expressed in
this volume are those of the authors alone and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Pew Forum, the Pew Charitable Trusts, or the trustees,
officers, or staff of the Brookings Institution. But speaking for myself, I
can say that the spirit of this book, which combines thoughtful reflection
with deep knowledge, long study, and openness to the views of others, is
one that we at Brookings hope to replicate in all of our scholarship and
publications.
STROBE TALBOTT
President, Brookings Institution
July 2003
Washington, D. C.
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INTRODUCTION
E. J . D I O N N E JR., J E A N B E T H K E E L S H T A I N ,
AND KAYLA M. D R O G O S Z

Do PROPHETS HAVE useful things to say to politicians about appropriate
policies toward the poor? Do social scientists reveal truths about the causes
of poverty? Can religious sensibilities clarify our thinking about poverty?
To all these questions, the contributors to this volume answer Yes. The
prophets have much to teach us about poverty. So do public policy specialists, and they can even be informed by their religious sensibilities.
And one more question: why would two distinguished social scientists
recognized for their expertise on poverty and welfare devote their time
and energy to debating the moral and religious underpinnings of our
national debate over the best ways to lift up the poor and empower them
to advance their own fortunes and those of their families?
The simple answer is that we asked them to, and the result is this
extraordinary book, the first volume in the Pew Forum Dialogues on Religion and Public Life. But we asked, and they embraced the task, because
all of us agree that debates on public policy in the United States are
inevitably shaped by the moral and religious commitments of individuals
and communities. As the distinguished political scientist Hugh Heclo has
said: "Government policy and religious matters are not the same thing,
but neither do they exist in isolation from each other. The two are distinct
but not separate from each other." The two domains intertwine, Heclo
says, "because both claim to give authoritative answers to important questions about how people should live."1 Heclo's words apply especially to the
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issue of poverty, a matter on which the great religious traditions have
much to say.
This book and the series of which it is part are built on the idea that
religion always has played and always will play an important role in American public life. Religion is by no means the only factor in public policy
debates. Many who come to the public square reach their conclusions on
matters of import for practical and ethical reasons that have little or nothing to do with faith. Yet the religious and secular alike can agree that our
public deliberations are more honest and more enlightening when the participants are open and reflective about the interactions between their religious convictions and their commitments in the secular realm.
This does not happen often enough. Some participants in public
debate fear that they will be misunderstood if they talk about their faith.
Many worry, understandably, that being explicit about their religious convictions and faith commitments will be misinterpreted as an attempt to
impose their religious views on the unwilling. We therefore salute the
courage of Mary Jo Bane and Larry Mead for kicking off this series and
for being willing to bring their respective faith traditions, political commitments, and academic experience together in this moving, pointed, and
informed discussion of one of the most important issues facing our
nation.
All who care about welfare policy and the prospects of the poor recognize Bane and Mead as two of the most brilliant voices in our national
debate about poverty. But we suspect that few who know their work also
know of the importance of their religious faith to their understanding of
society's obligations to the poor. Their dialogue will, we hope, encourage
others to be more explicit about their underlying commitments. And their
ability to combine rigorous policy analysis with serious theological reflection might serve as a model for those who believe that religious voices
have much to contribute to our nation's public life. Religious Americans
engage each other and those who have no religious commitments in political debate all the time. We hope that this book—and the dialogue
series—will provide a service to study groups in churches, synagogues,
and mosques in their efforts to understand the links between each other's
religious convictions and commitments in the secular realm. For if those
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who care about policy need to understand the faith dimension, those who
bring their faith to public life need to accept the same standards of rigor
that apply to others engaged in the debate. If faith matters, so do facts,
history, experience, and experimentation. Doing good is a worthy goal.
More good can be done if those with good intentions pay close attention
to what already works and to what might work in the future. That is why
we think this book also speaks to leaders in the public policy debate,
whether or not they share either Bane's or Mead's religious commitments.
Their dialogue, in fact, challenges those who automatically connect
religious engagement in public life to narrow, sectarian thinking and to
divisiveness and exclusion. There is nothing narrow or sectarian about
this book. Bane and Mead disagree fundamentally on some things. Yet
they engage each other in a spirit well described by the political philosopher Glenn Tinder when he insisted that each of us can usefully both
give and receive help on the road to truth.2 Bane emphasizes the social
justice claims of the Catholic tradition, and Mead draws directly from
the Bible, but both make clear that engagement with religious traditions
is indispensable to a searching debate about poverty.
Where politics is concerned, some Americans automatically associate
the word "religious" with the words "right" or "fanaticism." Since the late
1970s, religious conservatives certainly have played an important role in
politics. But religious people are not uniformly conservative, and most are
not fanatical. Many are moderate or liberal, and some place themselves on
the left. Others disdain ideology. Some mistrust politics altogether.
More to the point, while religious fanatics exist and come in many political shapes and sizes, most religious people, in our experience at least, are
wary of fanaticism. When they bring their faith to the public square they
are thoughtful, or at least they try very hard to be. Here again, we think
Bane and Mead provide a model that we hope others might emulate.
Mary Jo Bane is a professor of public policy and management at Harvard University. Where welfare is concerned, she knows whereof she
speaks. She was commissioner of the New York State Department of
Social Services in 1992 and 1993. From 1993 to 1996, she was assistant
secretary for children and families at the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS). She is the author of many books and articles on
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welfare, poverty, and families, including Welfare Realities: From Rhetoric to
Reform, coauthored with David Ellwood, her colleague at Harvard and in
the Clinton administration. They argued that the old welfare system
encouraged an "eligibility-compliance culture," an administrative approach more concerned with eligibility rules than with helping clients
achieve self-sufficiency Her essay here might be seen as offering some of
the moral underpinnings of this view.
Like her HHS colleagues Wendell Primus and Peter Edelman, Bane
resigned from the administration in 1996 after President Clinton signed
the welfare reform law. "I tried to imagine myself staying in the job,
implementing a law I thought was harmful, and defending it in Congressional hearings and public speeches, which I would have to do," she has
written, "and I realized I simply could not do it."3
Lawrence Mead, a professor of politics at New York University, is the
author of several influential books on poverty and welfare. He was the
deputy director of research for the Republican National Committee and
has held several policy and research positions in and around the federal
government. He testifies regularly before Congress on poverty, welfare,
and social policy issues. In Beyond Entitlement and later books, Mead
challenged the view of welfare as an unconditional entitlement for the
poor. Overcoming poverty, he asserted, required helping the poor but also
changing a deeply rooted, "permissive" culture within government social
programs and replacing it with work requirements and efforts to encourage other standards of good behavior. Reducing dependency, as such, was
less important for Mead than changing the culture of poverty. In his view,
the purpose of public policy is to get people working and to encourage a
closer connection between the poor and their own communities—and
ultimately with society.
Mead thinks that expectations for people on welfare have to be set
mainly by the federal and state governments but that churches and other
faith-based organizations have a significant role to play in program implementation. "Churches," he says, "can involve the poor in a community
that is at once limitlessly giving and intensely demanding."4 While government provides welfare benefits, congregations can enforce standards."[I]n less formal ways, non-governmental institutions also help
uphold public norms. . . . Churches and synagogues extol decency toward
4
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others, private schools promote learning, while the market economy
rewards success in serving the customer."5
Catholic Sensibilities, Citizenship, and Democracy
"I have run large social services agencies, an activity that can make one
both practical and humble," Mary Jo Bane writes. "To this analysis, as to
that work, I have brought my practical experience and my social science
knowledge, but I have also brought moral principles that for me have their
roots in Catholic social teaching and a Catholic sensibility that is shaped
every day by prayer and worship."
A practicing Roman Catholic who identifies strongly with her church's
teaching on justice and the economy, Bane introduces powerful concepts
in explaining the influence of her faith on her policy judgments. She
speaks of her "Catholic sensibility" as something that develops, in part,
from her "Catholic imagination."
Policy analysis, she writes, is often "indeterminate" and "inconclusive."
It requires grappling with "competing values that must be balanced." It
demands judgment calls, and Bane's Catholic sensibility informs the calls
she makes. It encourages an approach that is "hopeful rather than despairing, trusting rather than suspicious, more generous than prudent, more
communitarian than individualistic." For Bane, social ethics "whether secular or religious, can offer different or at least more explicit criteria for
valuing one set of outcomes over others." And this balancing takes place
not only in the mind of a single policy analyst, but within a deliberative
community that includes many voices, both inside and outside the church.
For Bane this community relies on a body of writings about poverty
and inequality drawn from Catholic social teaching. As formulated by
recent popes, bishops' conferences, and theologians, this teaching emphasizes the "supreme value of human life."6 The church has invoked the
"inherent dignity of life from conception to natural death" to oppose abortion and the death penalty. But the idea also applies to society's responsibility to the poor. Catholics assert that there is a "preferential option for
the poor"—an obligation to view their needs as especially important.
"The Catholic tradition of respect for life," Bane writes, "leads us to conclusions that are pro-life, pro-family, and pro-poor. Anyone guided by
5
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these principles soon finds himself or herself treading uneasily upon the
platforms of the two major American political parties."7
Catholic imagination also contributes to Bane's Catholic sensibility.
Catholic imagination, for her, is the "source of an attractive set of virtues
and perceptions" that are rooted in the Catholic tradition but that also are
present in different ways in other world views. Drawing from the concepts
of analogical and sacramental imagination developed in different ways by
the Catholic thinkers David Tracy and Andrew Greeley, Bane sees the
world not as sinful or God forsaken, but as "created and redeemed by a
God who takes a personal interest in the well-being of men and women,
a hopeful place that is basically good and in which redemption is always
possible." In this framework, God is experienced in community as well as
in private prayer and individual Bible reading. Interpretations of Scripture
are reinforced by Catholic sensibility, which Bane describes as "intuitions
about and responses to people and the world that are shaped by our sacramental imagination, liturgy and prayer."
In keeping with Catholic tradition, Bane also lays heavy emphasis on
the concept of subsidiarity, which asserts that people's responsibilities to
each other are best exercised at the level of social organization closest to
those in need. Subsidiarity is not a doctrine of states' rights. It does not
deny important federal or national responsibilities, and Bane sees an
important federal role in lifting up the poor. But it is a useful reminder
that treating the poor with respect requires an emphasis on the local, the
specific, and the personal.
Although Bane shares Mead's commitment to work as a path to
human dignity, she believes that social barriers of various sorts require
caution about enforcing work requirements. She worries that recent
approaches to welfare reform that seek to impose work requirements
(including the 1996 bill) run the risk of punishing recipients—and their
children—for circumstances beyond their control. She urges policymakers to pay attention to those causes of poverty that are rooted in discrimination, social injustices, and the accidents of life. Many people are poor
not because of a lack of effort or because of their "character." The poor
often suffer from the economic situation of their communities, the circumstances of the families into which they were born, or their lack of citizenship—all factors outside their control.
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For Bane, race also is clearly a factor. Drawing from Glenn Loury's
research, Bane points to discrepancies in social capital that "inhibit
advancement and sometimes reinforce destructive behavior" in groups
that do not have the same opportunities because of the color of their skin.
Bane writes, "This in turn can induce the behavior on the part of whites
that keep the disadvantaging racial conventions in place." She suggests
that policies could expand access to the opportunities that "increase
human capital: the education, skills, and behaviors that enhance productivity and lead to greater success in the labor market." Scriptural mandates
to love one's neighbor, Bane concludes, "are not limited to the neighbor
who looks like you, who lives near you, or who is a fellow citizen." This
creates a moral imperative to overcome "barriers to entry or exclusion
from the resources of the society."
Bane supplements her religious commitments by drawing on the work
of other social scientists, applying, for example, the economist Amartya
Sen's understanding of poverty in the developing world to the United
States. Sen focuses on expanding substantive or "real freedoms" that
enable humans to flourish in the broadest sense. He sees poverty as "the
deprivation of basic capabilities rather than merely as lowness of income."
Despite the secular roots of Sen's analysis, Bane finds it more congruent
with the Catholic conception of the human person than conventional
measures of poverty based on income. Bane's analysis points to policies
that seek to increase capabilities or alleviate "capability deprivation."
"By focusing on capabilities rather than substantive outcomes," she
writes, we respect personal choices while preserving the "rights and
responsibilities of human persons to develop and use the gifts that are
their legacy from their Creator." This view implies not only the imperative to provide work opportunities for the poor, but also the chance to participate more fully in society as a whole, including in politics, the art of
self-rule. Interestingly, Bane's faith-based definition of the good life
closely parallels the philosopher Judith Shklar's assertion that the dignity
of work and personal achievement lie "at the very heart of American civic
self-identification."8 "The opportunity to work and to be paid an earned
reward for one's labor was a social right," Shklar says, "because it was a
primary source of public respect."9 In this understanding, work is both an
obligation and a right that society must foster and protect.
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